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Theoretical Studies of Plasmonic Effects
in Organic Solar Cells
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Abstract The book chapter provides a systematic study on plasmonic effects in
organic solar cells (OSCs). We first introduce the concepts, significance, and
recent progress of OSCs incorporating plasmonic nanostructures. On the basis of
unique features of OSCs, we exploit versatile resonance mechanisms acting on the
absorption enhancement of OSCs; for example, Fabry-Pérot mode, quasi-guided
mode, and plasmonic mode. Next, we present rigorous theoretical models to
characterize optical properties of OSCs. The key physical quantities, as well as the
pros and cons of different models, are described in detail. After that, we show
some theoretical results to unveil the fundamental and device physics of plasmonic
effects in typical OSC structures. Finally, we conclude the chapter and identify
future opportunities in this field.
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7.1 Introduction

Organic solar cells (OSCs) [1–3] have drawn much attentions in recent years, due
to their interesting properties in terms of light incoupling and photocurrent gen-
eration, as well as the prospect of large-area production and low-cost processing.
Many organic semiconductors exhibit very high absorption coefficients, making
them promising for photovoltaic devices. However, short lifetime and diffusion
length of exciton result in ultrathin-active-layer configuration in OSCs with a
typical thickness of a few hundreds nanometers. The configuration limits the light
absorption efficiency, and thereby the power conversion efficiency of OSCs.
Having unique features of tunable resonance and unprecedented near-field
concentration, plasmon is an enabling technique for light manipulation and
management [4–6]. By altering the metallic nanostructure, the properties of
plasmons, in particular their interactions with light, can be tailored, which offers
the potential for developing new types of optoelectronic devices. Meanwhile, the
use of metallic materials with negative permittivity is one of the most feasible
ways of circumventing the fundamental (half-wavelength) limit and achieving
localization of electromagnetic energy (at optical frequencies) into nanoscale.
Breaking the half-wavelength limit has a fundamental significance for the optical
design of thin-film OSCs.

Plasmonic effects allow us to significantly improve the optical absorption of
thin-film OSCs [7] and promote emerging solar cell technology meeting clean
energy demands. So far, plasmonic nanostructures can offer three principles to
enhance the optical absorption of OSCs. The first one is surface plasmon resonance
by metallic gratings fabricated on the top or bottom of the active layer [8–17]. The
second one is local plasmon resonance by metallic nanoparticles incorporated into
or near the active layer [18–30]. The third one is plasmon coupling and hybrid-
ization, such as surface plasmon resonance coupled with local plasmon resonance
or plasmon resonance coupled with photonic resonance [31–33].

7.2 Resonance Mechanisms

Critically different from the thin-film polycrystalline or amorphous silicon SCs
with active layer thickness of a few microns [34], the active polymer layer of thin-
film OSCs only has a few hundreds nanometers or even thinner thickness due to an
extreme short exciton diffusion length [1]. Such thin active layer with low
refractive index induces not only the weak optical absorption of OSCs but also
fundamental (half-wavelength) limit of the optical design. On the one hand, the
strong Fabry-Pérot mode (or waveguide mode) cannot be expected in the ultrathin
active layer. On the other hand, the physical mechanism of near-field concentra-
tion (not far-field scattering) should be taken into account in the design. Taking
full advantage of versatile resonance mechanics is essential to enhance the optical
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absorption of OSCs. Noting that the obscure and disparate glossaries describing
the same resonance mechanism, we will focus more on their physical under-
standings and unique features.

Fabry-Pérot mode. The planar multilayer device can support the Fabry–Pérot
mode whose spectrum has symmetric Lorentzian line shape. Considering the
plane-wave excitation in OSC problems, the eigenmode of the multilayer device
cannot be excited due to the momentum or phase mismatch ðb[ k0Þ: The Fabry-
Pérot mode can be understood by the mode coupling between the excitation
solution and the eigenmode. The fundamental limit in the optical design of OSCs
forbids the Fabry-Pérot mode bouncing in a single active layer but possibly in
several layers. Compared to thicker amorphous silicon SCs, OSCs support weaker
Fabry-Pérot mode. The nonplanar device structure can also support the Fabry-
Pérot mode if the nonplanar structure can be approximately decomposed as
multiple planar structures [15].

Quasi-guided mode. The space harmonics in periodic nanostructure provide
additional momentum, so that the eigenmode or guided mode can be excited with
the momentum matching condition of �ReðbÞ ¼ k0 sin hþ 2p

P m; m ¼ 0;�1;
�2; . . .: Here, we consider a 1-dimensional periodic structure with a periodicity
P and an incident angle h. The complex propagation constant b implies that the
excited guided mode cannot be perfectly trapped in the grating layer but giving
rise to a leaky wave. Arising from the constructive and destructive interference
of a narrow discrete guided mode with a broad continuum (incident light), the
quasi-guided mode [35] with an asymmetric and narrow Fano line shape has
extraordinary transmittance and reflectance called Wood’s anomaly [36–38]. The
pronounced quasi-guided mode enhances the absorption of OSCs; however, its
performance is limited by the narrow bandwidth.

Plasmonic mode. The excitation of plasmons by light is denoted as a surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) for planar surfaces or localized plasmon resonance
(LPR) for nanometer-sized metallic structures [39–41]. SPRs are electromagnetic
excitations propagating at the interface between a dielectric and a metal, eva-
nescently confined in the perpendicular direction. Using light to excite the SPR,
the momentum matching condition can be satisfied by using a periodic structure
with space harmonics or a subscatterer producing evanescent waves. LPRs are
nonpropagating excitations of the conduction electrons of metallic nanostructures
coupled to the electromagnetic field. The curved surface of the particle exerts an
effective restoring force on the driven electrons, so that a resonance can arise at a
specific wavelength independent of wave vector. The half-wavelength limit in the
optical design of OSCs compels researchers to pay more attenuation on the
physical mechanism of near-field concentration (not far-field scattering). Hence,
plasmonic mode, which has unique features of near-field enhancement, is one of
the best candidates to boost the optical absorption of OSCs. The resonance peaks
of plasmonic mode strongly depend on the material, geometry, and surrounding
environment and can be highly tunable and manipulated.
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Mode hybridization. The superradiant plasmonic mode oscillating in-phase can
be realized by the mode coupling and hybridization mechanisms [42, 43], which
occur in the close-packed metallic nanostructures. For example, longitudinal modes
in the metallic nanosphere chain or symmetric modes in two coupled metallic plates
can increase the optical absorption of OSCs by several folds [30, 33]. Likewise,
the LPR by a metallic nanosphere interacted with the SPR by a metallic plate leads
to coherent near-field enhancement [33]. Moreover, the plasmonic mode can couple
to the Fabry-Pérot mode through carefully optimizing both device and metallic
structures [31, 32]. Mode coupling and hybridization open up a more effective and
hopeful way in the optical design of OSCs.

Intrinsic limit and beyond. The intrinsic limit of plasmonic effects is the bad
spectral overlap between the absorption of active materials and plasmonic reso-
nances. In other words, strong plasmonic resonances only appear in the weak
absorption region of active materials. For example, the absorption peak of the
active material P3HT:PCBM is around 500 nm; however, the embedded into
P3HT:PCBM are respectively at 600 and 650 nm. There are two potential schemes
to go beyond the limit. One is to employ large and lossless dielectric concentrators
[44–46]. Nevertheless, embedding too large dielectric scatterers seems not to be
practical in fabricating thin-film OSCs. Exploring the mode hybridization mech-
anism is an alternative way to overcome the difficulty. By tuning the thicknesses of
active and spacer layers, plasmon-coupled Fabry-Pérot mode can overlap with the
absorption peak of active materials [16]. Symmetry breaking and retardation
effects allow us to excite the dark modes or high-order modes in the vicinity of
metallic structures with broadband and strong resonances [47].

7.3 Theoretical Model

7.3.1 Comparisons of Various Models

Computational electromagnetics [48], which are used for modeling the interaction
of electromagnetic fields with physical objects and surrounding environment, play
an important role in characterizing and optimizing the optical design of OSCs.
A rigorous, fast, and efficient solution to Maxwell’s equations facilitates under-
standing the underlying device physics, reducing the experimental cost, and
accelerating the research and development period. With the aid of state-of-the-art
methods, the critical physical quantities in the optical design of OSCs, such as
optical absorption of active material, can be illustrated for observation and ana-
lyzed for optimization. It is highly desirable to know the strengths and weaknesses
of various theoretical methods in modeling the optical properties of OSCs.

Time-domain methods versus frequency-domain methods. Most optical
materials are dispersive, therefore, a recursive convolution method [49] or a piece-
wise linear recursive convolution method [50] must be adopted for time-domain
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methods. For noble metals with plasmonic effects in the visible light range, such as
silver and gold, the complex refractive index has to be described by a large number of
summation terms in the Lorentz-Drude model [51] leading to longer calculation
time. However, for frequency-domain methods, one can directly employ an exper-
imentally tabulated refractive index of the dispersive materials. Another difficulty in
time-domain methods is to treat the periodic boundary condition particularly for the
oblique incidence caused by the anticausal property of the Floquet theorem. In most
places, unless a solar panel is mounted on an expensive tracking system, most of the
time, light is incident on the array obliquely. Hence, the ability of frequency-domain
methods to handle the case of oblique incidence is clearly an important advantage
over time-domain methods [52]. Moreover, time-domain methods suffer from
numerical dispersion and stability problems in contrast to frequency-domain
methods [53, 54]. This drawback becomes more serious if a 3-dimensional large-
scale SC structure is investigated. A significant merit associated with time-domain
method is a broadband simulation in the solar spectrum of interest. The frequency-
domain method can employ the parallel computing technique to circumvent the
problem.

Integral equation methods versus differential equation methods. Differen-
tial equation methods involving finite-difference and finite-element algorithms
[54, 55] can treat a variety of inhomogeneous boundary conditions conveniently.
The methods have a powerful ability to model the complex device structure of
OSCs incorporating the metallic gratings or nanoparticles. The produced matrix by
the differential equation methods is sparse due to the ‘‘local’’ differential operators
of Maxwell’s equations or wave equations. The method consumes memory cost of
OðNÞ and complexity of OðNÞ per matrix–vector multiplication in Krylov subspace
iteration algorithm [55, 56]. Moreover, multifrontal or multigrid methods [57, 58]
can speed up the solution process of the differential equations. To simulate the
interaction between light and OSCs, an efficient absorption boundary condition, as
well as additional volume grids enclosing the OSC device, has to be adopted.

In comparison with differential equation methods, integral equation methods
[56, 59] connect field components to equivalent currents by using ‘‘global’’ inte-
gral operators represented with the dyadic Green’s functions. As a result, integral
equation methods always guarantee higher accuracy but lead to full dense matrix.
Fortunately, matrix-free fast algorithms [60], such as fast Fourier transform (FFT)
[61, 62] and fast multipole methods [63, 64], can significantly reduce the computer
resources occupied by the dense matrix. Thanks to the Green’s tensor, the integral
equation methods automatically satisfy the radiation boundary condition but need
singularity treatments. In particular, the surface integral equation method having a
unique feature of surface triangulation produces much smaller unknowns. However,
the method can only be employed to analyze a homogenous or piecewise-
homogenous structure. For an arbitrary inhomogeneity or complex environment
encountered in plasmonic nanodevices, the near-field calculation by the SIE
method is hard to implement.

Mode-matching methods. Mode-matching method [59, 65] is a commonly
used technique for the formulation of optical problems, especially for structures
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consisting of two or more separated regions. It is based on expanding the fields and
matching them at the boundaries of different regions, and thus lends itself naturally
to the analysis of multilayer optical devices. The most representative of mode-
matching methods involves rigorous coupled-wave analysis [66], scattering-matrix
method [67], and plane wave expansion method [68]. Using cheap computer
resources, these methods are specially useful in characterizing the optical response
of periodic OSC devices. The zero-order and high-order transmittance and
reflectance can be easily obtained with a program. However, it is not well suited
for characterizing plasmonic effects, because a large quantity of modes are
required to describe the plasmon coupling and hybridization. For mode-matching
methods, computing the optical absorption of active materials for the metal-
incorporated OSCs is nontrivial. The trivial absorbance cannot truly represents the
optical absorption of OSCs, and electric fields should be postprocessed for
excluding the metallic absorption. Additionally, cascading many layer media with
repeated matrix multiplications will cause the stability and accuracy issues, which
always happens in OSC modeling with the curved geometries.

7.3.2 Finite-Difference Frequency-Domain Method

Considering a 2-dimensional OSC structure, the Maxwell’s equations can be
decoupled into a TE and TM modes. The wave equations for TE and TM modes
are respectively formulated as [59]
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where k0 is the wave number of incident light, and er and lr are the relative per-
mittivities and permeabilities, respectively. Regarding nonmagnetic optical mate-
rials, lr ¼ 1, er ¼ n2

c , and nc is the complex refractive index of optical materials.
With the Yee lattice [69], the 2D finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD)

method is utilized to characterize the optical properties of OSCs. As shown in
Fig. 7.1, the five-point stencil is adopted for the FDFD method. The discretized
forms for the TE and TM wave equations are respectively of the form
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Although Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4) can in principle treat the dielectric–dielectric and
dielectric–metal interfaces, they will lose some accuracy at the interfaces and
cannot well reproduce the features of exponentially decayed surface plasmon
waves. Thus, a one-sided difference scheme is developed to rectify the problem.
For the horizontal interface ðy ¼ yhÞ between the media 1 and 2, the flexible and
high-order accurate one-sided difference reads
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For the vertical interfaces, one can also use the scheme.
The incident Sunlight reflected by OSC devices converts to outgoing waves

propagating into infinite air (or free space) region. A perfectly matched layer
(PML) [70] absorbs the outgoing waves without spurious reflections and ‘‘per-
fectly’’ simulates unbounded wave propagations. The wave equation with the
complex coordinate stretched PML is given by [71]
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Fig. 7.1 The five-point
stencil for the FDFD method.
Dx and Dy are respectively the
spatial steps along the x and y
directions. U ¼ Ez for the TE
polarization and U ¼ Hz for
the TM polarization. Here,
e ¼ n2

c is the relative
permittivity in the discretized
region and nc is the complex
refractive index of the optical
material
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where sr ¼ 1þ i0r=xe0, i0 is the imaginary unit, e0 is the permittivity of free space,
and the conductivities rðxÞ and rðyÞ are nonzeros only within PML layers normal
to the x- and y-axes, respectively. The optimized conductivities are chosen as
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where D ¼ Dx or D ¼ Dy for the PML layers normal to the x- or y-axis, and i is the
grid index of the eight-layer PML.

At the outermost boundary of the PML, a Mur ABC [72] replacing the tradi-
tional perfectly electric conductor truncation boundary is employed to further
reduce the spurious numerical reflections. Taking the top plane y ¼ 0 as an
example, the second-order Mur ABC can be written as
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and its discretized form is
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Regarding a periodic OSC device, the periodic boundary conditions need to be
implemented. According to the Floquet or Bloch theorem, we have

Uðxþ P; yÞ ¼ Uðx; yÞ exp i0k0 sin h � Pð Þ
Uðx; yÞ ¼ Uðxþ P; yÞ exp �i0k0 sin h � Pð Þ

ð7:12Þ

where P is the periodicity and h is the incident angle with respect to the y-axis.
It should be noted that the FDFD equations of (7.1) and (7.2) are specially for

total field. The scattered field equations to be solved can be derived by using the
relations

Hz ¼ Hi
z þ Hs

z ð7:13Þ

and

Ez ¼ Ei
z þ Es

z ð7:14Þ
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where Ei
z ðHi

zÞ is the incident electric-field (magnetic-field), and Es
z ðHs

zÞ is the
scattered electric-field (magnetic-field).

7.3.3 Volume Integral Equation Method

As a rigorous solution to Maxwell’s equations, a volume integral equation (VIE)
method [59] is developed to characterize the optical properties of 3D OSCs.
Considering nonmagnetic optical materials with an arbitrary inhomogeneity pro-
file, the VIE can be written as

EiðrÞ ¼ JðrÞ
�i0x eðrÞ � e0ð Þ � i0xl0

Z
v

Gðr; r0Þ � Jðr0Þdr0 ð7:15Þ

and

J ¼ �i0xP ¼ �i0x e� e0ð ÞE ð7:16Þ

where i0 is the imaginary unit, EiðrÞ is the incident electric field of the light, eðrÞ is
the position-dependent permittivity of the inhomogeneous materials, J is the
volumetric polarization current to be solved, and Gðr; r0Þ is the dyadic Green’s
tensor in free space. The widely adopted approach for solving the VIE is the
discrete dipole approximation (DDA) method [73]. Due to the hypersingularity of
the Green’s tensor and spurious discontinuity of the tangential E-field induced by
the scalar (piecewise constant) basis functions, the DDA method cannot accurately
characterize the subwavelength plasmonic physics [74] and breaks down in the
multilayered device structure with high-contrast metallic nanostructures. Here, we
develop an alternate algorithm to bypass the difficulties. In our model, the
polarization currents are expanded using the roof-top vector basis functions [75],
and thus the continuity of normal current is naturally satisfied at the material
interfaces. Furthermore, the hypersingular Green’s tensor is smoothened by using
the finite-difference approximation.

From the VIE (7.15), the scattered electric field generated by the volumetric
polarization current J can be written as

EsðrÞ ¼ i0xl0

Z
v

Gðr; r0Þ � Jðr0Þdr0 ð7:17Þ

Considering the Cartesian coordinate system, we use the short notation ðu1; u2; u3Þ
instead of ðx; y; zÞ, then we have
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where gðr; r0Þ is the scalar Green’s function, and Gðr; r0Þ ¼ Iþ rr
k2

0

h i
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Using the roof-top basis functions to expand the unknown currents, we have
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The functions Kkðu1Þ and Pmðu2Þ are defined by
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The cuboid cells are employed to discretize the structure to be modeled. Here, Du1

and Du2 are the grid sizes of each small cuboid along x and y directions,
respectively. Other functions in (7.23) can be defined in the same way.

As a result, the discretized form for the operator Lc
ii in (7.20) can be written as
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where � denotes the discrete convolution
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Likewise, the operator Lq
12 in (7.21) can be discretized as
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where the finite-difference method is used for the smooth approximation of the
dyadic Green’s function.

The computations of the discrete convolutions can be performed efficiently
by means of cyclic convolutions and FFT [76], which is similar to the DDA
method. As a traditional iterative solver of the resulting VIE matrix equation, the
conjugate-gradient method [77] converges very slowly and will produce the
nonphysical random errors in the calculation of optical absorption. To tackle
the problem, we employ the fast and smoothly converging biconjugate gradient
stabilized (BI-CGSTAB) method [78] (See Appendix). The FFT is adopted to
accelerate the matrix–vector multiplications encountered in the BI-CGSTAB
solver with computational complexity of OðN log NÞ and memory of OðNÞ.

7.3.4 Physical Quantities Extraction

Through the rigorous solutions to Maxwell’s equations, we can access some
important physical quantities to reveal the physical mechanism of plasmonic
effects in OSCs and optimize device performances.

The absorption spectrum of OSCs is calculated by

SAðkÞ ¼
Z
v

nrðkÞkiðkÞ
2pc0

k
e0jEj2dV ð7:29Þ
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where nc ¼ nr þ i0ki is the complex refractive index of the active material, k is the
incident wavelength, and c0 is the speed of light in free space. It is worth mentioning
that the absorption of metallic nanostructures should be precluded in the volume
integral above. A spectral enhancement factor is the absorption spectrum of the
OSC incorporating metallic nanostructures over that excluding the nanostructures.

Integrating with a standard solar irradiance spectrum (air mass 1.5 global), one
can get the total absorption of OSCs

TA ¼
Z800 nm

400 nm

SAðkÞCðkÞdk ð7:30Þ

where C is the solar irradiance spectrum. Likewise, a total enhancement factor is
the total absorption of the OSC incorporating metallic nanostructures over that
excluding the nanostructures. In addition, a total absorptivity is also an important
physical quantity to evaluate the absorption performance of OSCs, i.e.

A ¼
R 800 nm

400 nm
SAðkÞCðkÞdkR 800 nm

400 nm
CðkÞdk

ð7:31Þ

The exciton generation rate, which determines the short current of OSCs, can be
written as

GðrÞ ¼
Z800 nm

400 nm

2p
h

nrðkÞkiðkÞe0jEðrÞj2CðkÞdk ð7:32Þ

where h is the Planck constant.
Except for the above physical quantities essential to the performance of OSC,

there are several quantities that can facilitate understanding the physics of plas-
monic effects. The scattering cross-section, which can estimate the scattering
strength of a metallic nanostructure, is defined by [79, 80]

rs ¼
R

s Re 1
2 Es � conj Hsð Þ
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� dS

jSij
ð7:33Þ

where ‘‘conj’’ denotes the complex conjugation, S is an arbitrary surface enclosing
the metallic nanostructure, Si ¼ 1

2 Ei � conj Hi
� 	
 �

is the incident energy flux, and
Es and Hs are the scattered electric and magnetic fields, respectively. Considering
the total power absorbed by a metallic nanostructure, the absorption cross-section
is of the form [79, 80]
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s Re 1
2 E� conj Hð Þ

 �

� dS

jSij
¼
R

v k0e00r ðrÞjEðrÞj
2
dV

jEij2
ð7:34Þ
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where e00r is the imaginary part of relative permittivity. The extinction (total)
cross-section describes the intrinsic losses of a plasmonic system including both
absorption loss and scattering (or leaky) loss. Hence, the sum of the scattering
and the absorption cross-section is the extinction cross-section. Moreover, we
have another mathematical expression for the extinction cross-section by making
use of the optical theorem at the far-field limit [80]

re ¼
4p
k0

Im½ei � F � ei	 ð7:35Þ

and

Es ¼ expði0k0rÞ
r

F � Ei; r !1 ð7:36Þ

where ei is the polarization unit vector of the incident electric field Ei.
To understand the mode hybridization for plasmon coupling, the polarization

charge distribution on the surface of metallic nanostructure is given as follows

qp ¼ r � e0Eð Þ ¼ �r � P ð7:37Þ

where P ¼ e� e0ð ÞE is the polarization density. Based on the divergence-free
condition, the polarization charge is definitely zero except on the heterogeneous
boundaries.

The Fabry-Pérot mode or quasi-guided mode can be characterized by analyzing
the averaged power density of electromagnetic waves flowing within an active or a
grating layer along the lateral direction of OSC devices, which is expressed in

Px ¼
1
2

Re


EyHyz � EzH

y
y

�
ð7:38Þ

where ‘‘y’’ is a notation of complex conjugation and the power density flows along
the x direction.

7.4 Results and Discussions

We will review plasmonic effects of typical metallic nanostructures by involving
their functionalities and performances in manipulating the optical properties of
OSCs. The SPR, LPR, and their hybridization are investigated in the three fol-
lowing cases [16, 30, 33]. In modeling OSCs, the complex refractive indices of
metals (Au, Ag, etc) and organic materials can be expressed by the Brendel-
Bormann model [81] and measured from ellipsometry [82, 83], respectively. It is
worth mentioning that standard solar irradiance spectrum (air mass 1.5 global) is
taken into account in our theoretical models.
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7.4.1 Periodic Back Nanostrips

We systematically study the angular response of a thin-film OSC with a periodic
metal back nanostrips. The generalized equation of Lambert’s cosine law for
arbitrary periodic structure is formulated. We find that the periodic strip structure
can achieve wide-angle absorption enhancement compared with the (planar)
nonstrip structure for both the TE- and TM-polarized light. The quasi-guided
modes supported by the periodic strip structure contribute to the enhancement for
the TE-polarized light. The SPRs excited by the subwavelength Au nanostrips
contribute to the enhancement for the TM-polarized light.

The energy conservation law in a periodic structure is given by

1� LðhÞ½ 	 �
Z �1

2
Re Ei � conj Hi

� 	
 �
� dS ¼

Z
nrkixe0jEj2dV ð7:39Þ

where Ei and Hi are the incident electric and magnetic fields, S is a virtual planar
surface in front of a unit cell of the SC, nc ¼ nr þ i0ki are the complex refractive
indices of the active materials, and LðhÞ is an energy loss fraction. One part of the
energy loss is the scattering loss, which can be characterized by the summation of
the reflectance and transmittance of the periodic structure [66]. The scattering loss
can be reduced by the light guiding, enhancement, and trapping schemes. Another
part of the energy loss is the metallic absorption loss, which can be reduced by
engineering the metal’s size, material, and position. The irradiance of the Sun is
the incident power per unit area of an electromagnetic radiation at the surface, i.e.

I ¼ �1
2

Re Ei � conj Hi
� 	
 �

� n ¼
Ei
�� ��2
2Z0

cos h ð7:40Þ

where Z0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0=e0

p
is the wave impedance of free space and h is the incident

angle of the sunlight with respect to the normal direction of the surface S. For the
Lambertian bulk cells, which have an angle-independent energy loss fraction L, the
absorption of the active layers represented by the right hand of Eq. (7.39) obeys
Lambert’s cosine law that the absorption is a cosine function of the incident angle
h. Eq. (7.39) is a generalized equation of Lambert’s cosine law for any periodi-
cally structured SCs.

Figure 7.2a illustrates a typical structure of standard OSCs without any opti-
mizations. The heterojunction active layer is composed of copper phthalocyanine
(CuPc) and fullerene ðC60Þ as an electron donor and acceptor, respectively.
The bathocuproine (BCP) layer is a spacer layer for extracting electrons. A metallic
back nanopattern is made from an Au strips and Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene):poly(4-styrenesulfonic acid) (PEDOT:PSS; AI4083) that can collect holes.
We use the FDFD method presented in Sect. 7.3.2 to calculate the angular response
of the OSC. For the angular response simulation, a challenging problem lies at
the wide angle ð0
–90
Þ and broadband (400–800 nm) calculations. We employ the
high-performance parallel computing technique to tackle the problem.
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Figure 7.2b shows the absorption coefficients of CuPc and C60. The separated
absorption peaks can improve the light absorption of OSCs, which can be realized
by different enhancement mechanisms with respect to different materials. Com-
pared with the absorption of the nonstrip structure making from the planar PE-
DOT:PSS layer, the enhancement factors of the absorption for the strip structure of
the laterally periodic Au-PEDOT:PSS-Au pattern are shown in Fig. 7.3a, b for the
TE and TM polarizations, respectively.

For the TE polarization, the absorption enhancement is obtained from 400 to
500 nm with the very strong absorption peaks, especially at the oblique angles.
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Fig. 7.2 a The schematic structure of a unit cell of the flat-heterojunction OSC. The structural
parameters are t1 ¼ 100 nm, t2 ¼ 10 nm, t3 ¼ 40 nm, t4 ¼ 30 nm, t5 ¼ 30 nm, t6 ¼ 100 nm,
w ¼ 100 nm, and P ¼ 200 nm; b the absorption coefficients of CuPc and C60. The inset is the
solar irradiance spectrum of an air mass 1.5 global. �2011 OSA; Ref. [16]
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Fig. 7.3 The absorption of the periodic strip structure is compared to that of the nonstrip
structure replacing the laterally periodic Au-PEDOT:PSS-Au pattern by the planar PEDOT:PSS
layer. The near-field profiles of the absorption peaks pointed by the arrows are shown in Fig. 7.4.
a The absorption enhancement factor for the TE polarization. The inset shows the averaged
power density of the Au-PEDOT:PSS-Au pattern along the x direction calculated by Eq. (7.38).
The negative power density peak due to the opposite propagation direction coincides with the
absorption peak at h ¼ 40
 with the wavelength of 460 nm; b the absorption enhancement factor
for the TM polarization. �2011 OSA; Ref. [16]
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The rapid and extraordinary variations in the absorption over narrow frequency
bands imply the resonant Wood’s anomalies with asymmetric Fano line shape [36,
37]. Figure 7.4a shows the E-field of the absorption peak pointed by the arrow in
Fig. 7.3a for the Wood’s anomalies. The intense E-field in the active layer is
bounded between the periodic nanostrip pattern and the BCP layer. The E-field is
related to the quasi-guided modes supported by the periodic strip structure with the
phase-matching condition of k0 sin hþ 2pm=P ¼ �Re bð Þ;m ¼ 0;�1;�2; . . .;
where P is the periodicity, k0 is the incident wave number, and b is the complex
propagation constant of the quasi-guided modes. The condition is easily satisfied
in standard OSCs in view of the broadband and wide angle Sun illumination. For
confirming the forced-resonance behavior of the Wood’s anomalies, we calculate
the averaged power density flowing in the x direction for the Au-PEDOT:PSS-Au
pattern (strip structure) and PEDOT:PSS layer (nonstrip structure). For the strip
structure, as shown in the inset of Fig. 7.3a, the negative (opposite direction)
power density peak induced by the n ¼ �1 space harmonics coincides with the
absorption peak at h ¼ 40
 and 460 nm. In addition, the spectral overlap between
the Wood’s anomalies and the material absorption of C60 will be of a good help for
short wavelength photon harvesting. Particularly, we can observe the sharp
oscillations of the enhancement factor at h ¼ 80
 from 510 to 550 nm. The sharp
oscillations result from the overlap between the Fabry-Pérot mode in the nonstrip
structure and the quasi-guided mode in the strip structure. It should be noted that
the quasi-guided mode is an eigenmode of Maxwell’s equations for arbitrary
periodic structure and cannot be excited in the planar nonstrip structure by the
plane wave due to the momentum mismatch ðb [ k0Þ: However, the Fabry-Pérot
mode can be found in the planar structure, and can be understood by the mode
coupling between the excitation solution and the eigenmode.

For the TM polarization, a broadband absorption enhancement is obtained from
650 to 800 nm, especially at the oblique angles. Figure 7.4b shows the H-field of
the absorption peak pointed by the arrow in Fig. 7.3b. The concentrated H-field at
the interface between Au and CuPc layers is due to the SPRs excited by the
evanescent waves produced by the subwavelength nanostrips. Regarding the
absorption peaks around 750–800 nm in Fig. 7.3b, they are blue shifted as the
incident angle increases due to the blue shift of the plasmon-coupled Fabry-Pérot
mode. By studying the SPR spectrum (Fig. 7.3b; black straight-dotted line) and the
absorption spectrum of CuPc (Fig. 7.2b; red dashed line) together, it is observed
that the SPR peak at 675 nm is weaker than that at 755 nm because of the stronger
absorption of CuPc at 675 nm.

Figure 7.5a, b shows the total absorptivity defined in Eq. (7.31) as a function of
the incident angle, respectively, for the TE and TM polarizations. The ideal total
absorptivity governed by the generalized Lambert’s cosine law is calculated by
A0 cos h, where A0 is the total absorptivity under the vertical incidence condition.
The total absorptivity of the strip structure is noticeably better than that of the
nonstrip structure for both polarizations. The improvements are caused by the
Wood’s anomalies and the SPRs that have been explained previously. When the
incident angle increases, the total absorptivity for the TM polarization decays
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slower than that for the TE polarization, which is independent of the structure.
This feature may be understood by the fact that better light confinement can be
achieved for the TM-polarized light where the E-field is not continuous across
inhomogeneous material interfaces. For the TE polarization, the absorption of the
strip structure becomes comparable to that of the nonstrip structure near grazing
angles. The narrow absorption peaks due to the Wood’s anomalies can improve the
total absorption, but the improvement is smaller than that from the SPRs in the
TM-polarized light. For the TM polarization, the plasmon-induced absorption
enhancement strongly breaks the limit of the generalized Lambert’s cosine law
and shows the ‘‘super-Lambertian’’ absorption. The broadband and wide-angle

Fig. 7.4 a Ez field profile of the TE polarization at h ¼ 80
 with the wavelength of 435 nm;
b Hz field profile of the TM polarization at h ¼ 80
 with the wavelength of 755 nm. �2011 OSA;
Ref. [16]
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Fig. 7.5 The total absorptivity as a function of the incident angle h. The generalized Lambert’s
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absorptivity under the vertical incidence condition. a TE polarization; b TM polarization. �2011
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absorption enhancements by the SPRs will be of a great help for high-efficiency
photovoltaic cells.

In conclusion, we have formulated the equation of the generalized Lambert’s
cosine law and comprehensively studied the Au nanostrip OSC structure for
enhancing the TE- and TM-polarized light with the detailed explanations of the
enhancements by the Wood’s anomalies and SPRs.

7.4.2 Multiple Nanospheres

We studied in detail on the near-field multiple scattering effects of plasmonic
nanospheres (NSPs) embedded into thin-film OSCs. The fundamental physics of
the optical absorption shows remarkable differences between the NSPs embedded
into a spacer and those embedded into an active layer. The direction-dependent
features of near-field scattering from NSPs significantly affect the absorption
enhancement when NSPs are embedded into the spacer. The interaction between
longitudinal and transverse modes supported in the NSP chain plays a key role in
the absorption enhancement when NSPs are embedded into the active layer.
Through properly engineering the position and spacing of NSPs, our theoretical
results show that the absorption enhancement can be improved by about 100 %.
Moreover, we demonstrate the breakdown of the electrostatic scaling law that
should be considered in the design of OSCs. The work provides the physical
guidelines for plasmonic OSCs.

Figure 7.6a, b illustrates a schematic pattern of a bulk heterojunction OSC
nanostructure [2, 3] to be investigated. The active layer is a typical blend polymer of
P3HT (poly(3-hexylthiophene)) and PCBM (methanofullerene). A hole conduction
layer is PEDOT:PSS chosen as a spacer between an electrode and the active layer.
Figure 7.6c shows the absorption coefficient of the active material. With tunable size
and spacing, a spherical chain comprising multiple silver (Ag) NSPs is embedded
into the spacer or active layer as near-field concentrators. An incident light is
propagated from the spacer to the active layer with a TM polarization ðHi

z ¼ 0Þ at a
vertical ð0
Þ and an oblique ð60
Þ incidences. In comparison with the TE polari-
zation, the TM polarization supports much stronger dipole–dipole couplings
between NSPs. Moreover, the absorption enhancement by a silver NSP array, which
has a polarization-independent feature, can be regarded as a superposition of those
by silver NSP chains with both the TM and TE polarizations. To unveil device-
related multiple scattering mechanism of NSPs, we develop a rigorous VIE method
presented in Sect. 7.3.3 to characterize the optical properties of the OSC. The
coupling between multiple NSPs, as well as the interaction between NSPs and
multilayer device structure, is fully taken into account in our model. It is worth
mentioning that we only calculate the optical absorption of the active material
excluding the metallic absorption of NSPs especially when NSPs are embedded into
the active layer. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the spectral enhancement factors (defined
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in Sect. 7.3.4). Table 7.1 lists the total enhancement factors (defined in Sect. 7.3.4)
corresponding to Figs. 7.7 and 7.8.

When Ag NSPs are embedded into the spacer, as the incident angle increases,
both the spectral and total enhancement factors increase independent of the NSP’s
size and spacing. The fundamental physics is that the near-field energy of a metal
nanoparticle is mainly distributed along the polarization direction of incident E-
field, which is critically different from the far-field scattering, where the energy
scatters to the propagation direction of the incident light. As shown in Fig. 7.6a, d,
the concentrated electric near field is distributed along the lateral direction at the
vertical incidence, which deters the plasmonic resonance from enhancing the light
absorption of the active material even though very strong near field is obtained.
Hence, a careful design in introducing NSPs into a multilayer device structure is
critical for enhancing the performances of plasmonic OSCs. Interestingly,
absorption enhancement improves at the oblique incidence, because more energy
transfers to the active layer having a significant directivity as depicted in Fig. 7.6e.

Fig. 7.6 a, b A schematic OSC nanostructure. To enhance the optical absorption of the OSC, a
spherical chain comprising multiple NSPs is embedded into a spacer layer (PEDOT:PSS) or into
an active layer (P3HT:PCBM). The geometric size is t1 ¼ 1:25D and t2 ¼ 2:5D. The spacing
between adjacent NSPs is d ¼ D or d ¼ 0:2D for the separated or close-packed ones,
respectively. The diameter is D ¼ 20 or D ¼ 40 nm for the small or large NSPs, respectively.
The yellow arrows represent the propagation direction of an incident light with a TM polarization
ðHi

z ¼ 0Þ and the red dashed lines denote corresponding near-field profiles of NSPs. c Absorption
coefficient of the active material. d, e Near-field polarization current distributions of the OSC
nanostructure at a vertical and an oblique incidences, respectively. �2011 AIP; Ref. [30]
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It should be noticed that since the thickness of the active layer is thinner than one
half of wavelength, near-field (not far field) physics plays a key role in the optical
design of NSPs incorporated OSCs. Compared to the spectral enhancement factors
for the separated NSPs, a deep dip can be observed for the close-packed ones as
shown in Fig. 7.7b, d. The dips resulting from the metallic absorption of the NSPs
correlate with the coupling resonance of the NSP chain. The close-packed NSPs,
particularly for the large ones, block the light and absorb a large amount of
sunlight energy. As a result, little energy penetrates into the active material. Due to
the R�3 decay of electric near-field and the reflection by the interface between the
spacer and active layer, the absorption enhancement is very small when NSPs are
embedded into the spacer. Comparing Fig. 7.7d to Fig. 7.7b, the large close-
packed NSPs with large scattering cross-section have more significant enhance-
ment away from resonance but induce deeper dips near the resonance. Weighting
the two effects, the large close-packed NSPs have smaller total enhancement factor
as listed in Table 7.1.
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Fig. 7.7 The spectral enhancement factors of the OSC with NSPs are embedded into the spacer.
The angular responses of the OSC for the vertical ð0
Þ and oblique ð60
Þ incidences are also
shown: a separated small NSPs; b close-packed small NSPs; c separated large NSPs; d close-
packed large NSPs. �2011 AIP; Ref. [30]
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Fig. 7.8 The spectral enhancement factors of the OSC with NSPs are embedded into the active
layer. The angular responses of the OSC for the vertical ð0
Þ and oblique ð60
Þ incidences are
also shown: a separated small NSPs; b close-packed small NSPs; c separated large NSPs; d close-
packed large NSPs. �2011 AIP; Ref. [30]

Table 7.1 Total enhancement factors for the NSPs embedded into the spacer and active layer.
�2011 AIP; Ref. [30]

Spacer layer Vertical incidence Oblique incidence

Separated small 0.992 1.078
Close-packed small 0.989 1.174
Separated large 0.927 0.935
Close-packed large 0.725 0.960

Active layer Vertical incidence Oblique incidence

Separated small 1.366 1.374
Close-packed small 1.985 1.821
Separated large 1.118 1.216
Close-packed large 1.342 1.589
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In contrast to the NSPs embedded into the spacer, our results show that the NSPs
embedded into the active layer offer stronger optical absorption, which can be
observed in Table 7.1. As seen in Fig. 7.6b, the scattering energy from the NSPs is
directly and sufficiently absorbed by the contiguous active material uncorrelated
with the directional property of the electric near field. Owing to the plasmon cou-
pling and hybridization, the close-packed NSPs have more concentrated near-field
distribution leading to larger enhancement (Table 7.1). Remarkably, the absorption
of the OSC has about 2-fold increase by the small close-packed NSPs. For the large
close-packed NSPs, the excessive red-shifted resonance reduces the spectral overlap
between the resonance and the absorption peak of the active material as illustrated in
Figs. 7.8d and 7.6c. At vertical incidence, the reduced spectral overlap gives a
reason why the total enhancement factor by the large close-packed NSPs is smaller
than that by the small ones. However, the total enhancement factor by the large
close-packed NSPs increases at oblique incidence, which distinguishes from the
close-packed small NSPs. The interplay between longitudinal and transverse modes
[40, 84] supported by the NSP chain is a physical origin of the phenomenon. Having
larger geometric size and stronger retardation effect, the large close-packed NSPs
support more red-shifted longitudinal modes at the vertical incidence and more blue-
shifted transverse modes at the oblique incidence (see Fig. 7.8b, d). In comparison
with the red-shifted longitudinal modes, the blue-shifted transverse modes have a
better spectral overlap with the absorption coefficient of the active material and can
be further exploited or engineered in a future design of OSCs.

Regarding the electrostatic limit described by the Laplace equation, the near-
field or far-field response of a subwavelength scatterer is independent of the
scatterer’s size and depends only on its shape [85]. Therefore, it may cause a
misunderstanding that the same enhancement can be obtained if the scaling ratio of
a device structure to a concentrator remains constant. However, using the same
scaling ratio as shown in Fig. 7.6a, b, we find that the large NSPs and small ones
have noticeable differences both in the spectral and total enhancement factors. The
breakdown of the scaling law can be explained by the retarded and multiscale
effects. The electromagnetic response of a single NSP is dominated by the elec-
trostatic (nanocircuit) physics, but that of multiple NSPs is governed by the
electrodynamic (wave) physics with nonnegligible retardation and long-range
interplay between each NSPs. Furthermore, large-scale OSC nanostructure and
small-scale NSPs strongly couple with each other, which makes the optical path
very complicated; and the trapping confinement, together with leaky loss, must be
considered quantitatively.

In conclusion, we study the near-field multiple scattering effects of plasmonic
NSPs embedded into the thin-film OSC. The absorption enhancement of the OSC
strongly depends on the directional property of near-field scattering from NSPs
and the interplay between longitudinal and transverse modes supported for the
NSPs embedded into the spacer and active layer, respectively. Moreover, the
complex coupling between NSPs and device makes the scaling law in electro-
statics inapplicable. The work provides the fundamental physical understanding
and design guidelines for a typical class of plasmonic photovoltaics.
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7.4.3 Hybrid Plasmonic System

We propose a novel optical design of OSC with a hybrid plasmonic system, which
comprises a plasmonic cavity coupled with a dielectric core-metal shell (DC-MS)
nanosphere. It has been investigated that optical absorption of the active polymer
material has a 4-fold increase. With the help of rigorous VIE method presented in
Sect. 7.3.3, we unveil the fundamental physics of the significant enhancement,
which mainly attributes to the coupling of symmetric surface wave modes supported
by the cavity resonator. We further demonstrate that the optical enhancement
strongly depends on the decay length of surface plasmon waves penetrated into the
active layer. Moreover, coherent interaction between the cavity and the DC-MS
nanosphere is definitely confirmed by our theoretical model. A distribution of
polarization charges on the surface of the cavity indicates a bonding and antibonding
coupling modes [42] in the hybrid plasmonic system. The work introduces a new
hybrid plasmonic cavity device structure to enhance the optical absorption of
organic photovoltaics with detailed physical explanations.

Figure 7.9 shows the schematic pattern of a heterojunction OSC. A hybrid
plasmonic system, which comprises a plasmonic cavity coupled with a dielectric
core-metal shell nanosphere, is employed for improving the optical absorption of
the active polymer material. A transparent spacer is inserted to avoid local shunt
and extract carriers. The incident light is propagated from the spacer to the active
layer at the vertical incident angle with an E-field polarized along the x direction.
Figure 7.10a shows the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of the
active material.

First, various nanosphere concentrators (excluding the plasmonic cavity) are
systematically and comparatively observed. These nanospheres include a dielectric
sphere, a metal sphere, a metal core-dielectric shell (MC-DS) sphere, and a
dielectric core-metal shell (DC-MS) sphere. The scattering cross-section (SCS) of
the nanospheres can be obtained from the generalized reflection coefficients of the
spherically layered media [59, 79, 80]

rs ¼
2p

K2
3

X1
m¼1

ð2mþ 1Þ ~RTM
3;2 ðmÞ

��� ���2þ ~RTE
3;2ðmÞ

��� ���2
� �

ð7:41Þ

where 1, 2, and 3 denote the core, shell, and active layers as shown in Fig. 7.9,
respectively, m is the order of the modified spherical Bessel (Hankel) functions,
and ~RTM

3;2 and ~RTE
3;2 are the generalized reflection coefficients of the TM and TE

spherical waves in the layer 3 reflected by the layer 2. For small spherical particles,
the leading term (m ¼ 1) of ~RTM

3;2 determines the value of the SCS. The generalized
reflection coefficient can be written as a recursive equation
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where ri, ei, li, and Ki are the radius, permittivity, permeability, and wave number
of the ith spherical layer, respectively. Figure 7.10b, c shows the spectral
enhancement factors (defined in Sect. 7.3.4) and the SCS of the nanospheres,

Fig. 7.9 The schematic pattern of a heterojunction OSC. A hybrid plasmonic system, which
comprises a plasmonic cavity coupled with a dielectric core-metal shell nanosphere, is employed
for improving the optical absorption of the active polymer material. A transparent spacer is
inserted to avoid local shunt and extract carriers. The structural parameters are t1 ¼ 20 nm,
t2 ¼ 60 nm, w1 ¼ 30 nm, w2 ¼ 90 nm, and d ¼ 21 nm. The radius of the core layer (denoted by
the yellow arrow) and that of the shell layer (denoted by the blue arrow) are set to r1 ¼ 7:5 nm
and r2 ¼ 15 nm, respectively. For a bonding coupling mode in the hybrid system, the polarity of
its polarization charge is also marked. �2011 OSA; Ref. [33]
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respectively. As seen in Fig. 7.10b, c, the peaks of the enhancement factors agree
with those of the SCS well. The small dielectric nanosphere, although has no
loss and large refractive index ðn ¼ 4Þ, is not a good concentrator for OSCs.
The dielectric nanosphere with positive refractive index cannot produce strong
dipole resonance compared to the metal nanosphere. Moreover, in contrast to the
DC-MS sphere that has a metal layer adjacent to different materials (SiO2 and
polymer), the resonance of the MC-DS sphere is blue-shifted, because only one
material SiO2 with lower refractive index is adjacent to the metal layer. The near
field of the MC-DS sphere confines to the shell layer and cannot sufficiently scatter
to the active layer. As a result, the optical enhancement by the MC-DS sphere is
very weak. Figure 7.10d shows a tunable plasmon resonance by engineering the
geometry of the DC-MS sphere. The resonance is red shifted and becomes damped
as the core radius increases.

Second, we investigate the plasmonic silver cavity structure enclosing the
active polymer material. Here the nanosphere is excluded. Figure 7.11a shows the
spectral enhancement factor by the plasmonic cavity. A broadband enhancement
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Fig. 7.10 a The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of the active material; b the
spectral enhancement factors for various nanospheres. D denotes the dielectric sphere (n ¼ 4,
k ¼ 0), M denotes the metal silver sphere, MC-DS denotes the metal core-dielectric shell sphere,
and DC-MS denotes the dielectric core-metal shell sphere. The SiO2 and Ag as a dielectric and
metal layers are adopted for the core–shell spheres; c the scattering cross-section (SCS) of the
nanospheres; d the SCS of the DC-MS sphere as a function of the core radius (nm). �2011 OSA;
Ref. [33]
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has a good overlap with the absorption spectrum of the active material as depicted
in Fig. 7.10a. The dispersion relation of the cavity resonator plays a key role in
unveiling the fundamental physics of the significant optical enhancement.
Different from previous works assuming infinitely thick metal claddings [86], we
take into account the finite-thickness effect of the metal claddings. The governing
equation for the 1D eigenvalue problem of the Air/Ag/polymer/Ag/Air planar
layered media is given by [59]

p
d

dx
p�1 d

dx
þ K2ðxÞ

� �
/ðxÞ ¼ K2

z /ðxÞ ð7:47Þ

where p ¼ e and / ¼ Hy for TM wave, and p ¼ l and / ¼ Ey for TE wave. The
eigenvalue equation (7.47) can be easily solved by the FDFD method with per-
fectly matched layer absorbing boundary conditions presented in Sect. 7.3.2. We
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decay lengths penetrated into the active material; d the spectral enhancement factors for the
plasmonic cavity and for that coupled with the metal (M) or the dielectric-core metal-shell (DC-
MS) sphere. �2011 OSA; Ref. [33]
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find two eigenvalues of the TM wave closest to the momentum of surface plasmon
polariton (SPP). The SPP propagates at the interface between semi-infinite poly-
mer and Ag half spaces and its dispersion relation is of the form

Kz ¼ K0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eAgepol

eAg þ epol

r
ð7:48Þ

Particularly, the eigenvalue pair essentially corresponds to the symmetric and
asymmetric surface wave modes supported by the Ag/polymer/Ag system [40, 86].
These modes are also associated with the guided-wave poles of the generalized
reflection coefficient for the planar layered media [59]. Figure 7.11b shows the
dispersion relations. At long wavelengths, the dispersion relation of the SPP is
located between those of symmetric and asymmetric modes. Then we calculate the
decay lengths of the surface plasmon waves penetrated into the active material as
plotted in Fig. 7.11c. The peaks of the decay length of the symmetric mode
strongly coincide with those of the spectral enhancement factor as shown in
Fig. 7.11a. The incident light excites symmetric surface plasmon waves at the
bottom corners of the cavity and the waves propagate in the active layer bounded
between the metal claddings. A short decay length away from the metal claddings
makes E-fields concentrate at the surfaces of the metals. Contrarily, a long decay
length induces a concentrated E-field in the center of the active material.
Figure 7.12 demonstrates the near-field distributions in the active layer at the
wavelengths denoted with the arrows of Fig. 7.11a. At 800 nm, the slowly
decaying near field away from the metal claddings leads to the most significant
enhancement.

Third, we study the hybrid plasmonic system, which comprises a plasmonic
cavity coupled with a nanosphere. The optical enhancement shows little
improvements when the cavity is coupled with the dielectric or MC-DS sphere as
illustrated in Fig. 7.11a. However, a significant enhancement can be achieved if
the cavity is coupled with metal or DC-MS sphere as shown in Fig. 7.11d.
Employing the cavity coupled with the DC-MS sphere, the optical absorption of
the active polymer material has a 4-fold increase according to the obtained total
enhancement factor (defined in Sect. 7.3.4). We calculate the algebraic summation
of the spectral enhancement factor by the uncoupled single cavity and that by the
uncoupled single DC-MS sphere. As shown in Fig. 7.13, the summation is

Fig. 7.12 The near-field distributions in the active polymer layer at the wavelengths denoted
with the arrows of Fig. 7.11a: a 500 nm; b 580 nm; c 800 nm. �2011 OSA; Ref. [33]
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observably smaller than the enhancement factor by the cavity coupled with the
DC-MS sphere at long wavelengths ranging from 620 to 800 nm. The coherent
interplay between the cavity and the DC-MS sphere is undoubtedly confirmed by
the result. Then, we analyze the metal dissipation ratio defined as the metal loss of
the coupled concentrator over that of the uncoupled one. The inset of Fig. 7.13
shows that the metal dissipation ratio of the DC-MS sphere is substantially larger
than that of the cavity. The evanescent SPPs from the inner surface of metallic
cavity sufficiently penetrate the DC-MS sphere inducing stronger local plasmon
resonance as well as larger metallic loss. Thus, the DC-MS sphere becomes more
effective concentrator when it is coupled with the cavity. Finally, we discuss the
coupling modes in the hybrid plasmonic system. Calculated by Eq. (7.37),
Fig. 7.14 depicts a polarization charge distribution on the surface of the cavity,
indicating a bonding and antibonding coupling modes in the hybrid system. The
bonding modes at 620 and 750 nm have a denser charge distribution if the distance
between the cavity and the shell surfaces becomes closer. However, the anti-
bonding mode at 650 nm reverses the polarity of the polarization charge when the
face-to-face distance approaches the minimum. The near fields of the bonding

Fig. 7.13 The spectral enhancement factor comparisons. The enhancement factor by the cavity
(Cav) coupled with the DC-MS sphere is drawn with red straight line. The algebraic summation
of the enhancement factor by the uncoupled single cavity and that by the uncoupled single DC-
MS sphere is plotted with black dash line. The near-field distributions at the wavelengths denoted
with the green arrows are shown in the inset. The metal dissipation ratio of the cavity is defined
as the metal loss of the coupled cavity over that of the uncoupled one. Likewise, the metal
dissipation ratio of the DC-MS sphere is defined as the metal loss of the coupled DC-MS sphere
over that of the uncoupled one. �2011 OSA; Ref. [33]
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modes show more concentrated field at the gap between the DC-MS sphere and the
cavity, which can be seen in the inset of Fig. 7.13. For the bonding mode, the
polarity of its polarization charge is marked in Fig. 7.9. Due to the in-phase
plasmon oscillation and hybridization, the bonding mode is superradiant or
strongly radiative, and provides a great help for the optical enhancement.

In conclusion, the hybrid plasmonic system, which comprises the plasmonic
cavity coupled with the DC-MS nanosphere, can increase the optical absorption of
the OSC by fourfold. The significant enhancement mainly results from the cou-
pling of symmetric surface wave modes supported by the cavity resonator and
strongly depends on the decay length of surface plasmon waves penetrated into the
active layer. Furthermore, the coherent interplay between the cavity and the DC-
MS nanosphere is strongly demonstrated by our theoretical model. The bonding
coupling mode in the hybrid plasmonic system enhances the optical absorption
further. The work provides detailed physical explanations for the hybrid plasmonic
cavity device structure to enhance the optical absorption of organic photovoltaics.

7.5 Conclusion

In this book chapter, we have reviewed the basic concepts, physical mechanisms,
and theoretical models for plasmonic effects in OSCs. Our results show that the
absorption and performance of OSCs can be significantly enhanced by incorpo-
rating metallic nanostructures. The unparalleled near-field concentration inherent
from plasmon resonances can break the half-wavelength limit in the optical design
of thin-film OSCs, which is particularly useful for high-performance ultracompact
photovoltaics.
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We can explore new potentials and emerging functionalities of plasmonic
effects in OSCs. On the one hand, the bad spectral overlap of plasmonic reso-
nances with the absorption of active polymer materials could be improved by
plasmonic hybridization or by combination with high-refractive-index materials.
On the other hand, the electrical properties of plasmonic nanostructures and
resulting effects can be investigated with multiphysics study.
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Appendix—Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Algorithm

The resulting VIE matrix equation can be expressed as

Ax ¼ b

The procedure of the biconjugate gradient stabilized (BI-CGSTAB) algorithm is
given as follows:

Give an initial guess x0, we have

r0 ¼ b� Ax0; r̂0 ¼ r0

q0 ¼ a ¼ x0 ¼ 1

v0 ¼ p0 ¼ 0

Iterate for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n

qi ¼ hr̂0; ri�1i
b ¼ qi=qi�1ð Þ a=xi�1ð Þ
pi ¼ ri�1 þ bðpi�1 � xi�1vi�1Þ
vi ¼ Api

a ¼ qi=hr̂0; vii
s ¼ ri�1 � avi

t ¼ As

xi ¼ ht; si=ht; ti
xi ¼ xi�1 þ api þ xis

ri ¼ s� xit
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Terminate when

jjrijj2
jjbjj2

\g

where g is the tolerance that specifies the desired accuracy of solution.
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